
micrograms nitrogen per liter. The concentration, thus,
would not have been detected by direct Neslerization. In
fact, using direct Nesslerization on seven samples of South
Pole ice core water containing levels of NH.-N ranging from
4.68 to 20.48 micrograms nitrogen per liter we detected no
change in absorbance from that of our blank.

While our data are still too limited for far-reaching con-
clusions, we suggest that NO 3 -N and NH,-N concentrations
in South Pole ice may provide a new, simple, and useful tool
for the measurement of past upper atmospheric phenomena
such as auroral and cosmic ray activities. Mechanisms such
as sea-to-air dispersal of substances also cannot be ruled out
as sources of second- and third-order effects. We do not ex-
pect that the same mean concentrations of NO 3 -N will
necessarily be found throughout the antarctic ice sheet.
However, if this be the case, we calculate that the average
annual electrochemical and photochemical fixation of
nitrogen oxides for continental Antarctica would exceed
2,000 metric tons of NO3 . This calculated value is especially
interesting when compared to the value of 7.6 million metric
tons of NO3 estimated for the earth's total annual physico-
chemical production (Kormondy, 1976). It would appear,
thus, that a re-estimate of the earth's total annual physico-
chemical production of nitrogen compounds, using data
from Antarctica, would help to achieve more accurate
biosphere estimates.

The potentials for using ice analyses of these types to
evaluate past sunspot activities, ice core ages, past world
climate, or the contribution of nonbiological nitrogen fixa -
tion to the biosphere are intriguing and deserving of further
investigation. Consequently, we are undertaking a much-
expanded investigation of ice core chemical composition.

We thank T. Yogi, Institute of Geophysics and Planetary
Physics, University of California, Los Angeles, for providing
the first ice core sample; Chester Langway, Jr., Department
of Geological Sciences, State University of New York, Buf-
falo, for providing sections of the 100-meter South Pole
core; the Division of Polar Programs, National Science
Foundation for enabling us to collect and use these cores;
and T. Allnutt, B. Bishop, D. Brown, J . Crate, V. Howard,
D. Wendt, and S. Wendt for assisting in the core collection
and processing. The ice cores were collected by others under
grants from the National Science Foundation.
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Thermal response to albedo
reduction on antarctic snow -

modeling results

H. LETTAU

Department of Meteorology
University of Wisconsin

Madison, Wisconsin 53706

Antarctica is the continent with "whitest surface" (highest
albedo) and coldest climates even though the South Pole
receives more 24-hourly extra-atmospheric insolation during
the December solstice than any other point on earth in any
season. If other conditions remain unchanged, how would
the thermal regime be modified if antarctic snow were per-
sistently "dirtied"? In the future this might occur if mining
or other industries were established on the continent and
dust, continuously emitted from smoke stacks, were permit-
ted to settle on downwind areas.

A quantitative answer to the question can be provided by
climatonomy. For previous applications of climatonomical
modeling to arctic and antarctic regions see H. and K.
Lettau (1975) and A. Riordan (1976); for details of a model
algorithm suitable for calculating thermal response caused
by albedo reduction see H. Lettau (in press). A brief sum-
mary of method and results follows. The south polar plateau
was selected for the study because: (i) summer insolation is
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relatively intense, (ii) diurnal cycles are absent so that
monthly means are sufficient to describe insolation varia-
tions, and (iii) multi-annual monthly climate data that pro-
vide means to evaluate physical parameters are available for
Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station.

Climatonomical modeling is based on the energy budget
of the air/ground interface, as described by the equation

(1— a*)G LWU— LWD+ E+ M+Q+S
(watts/M2)

where a* = surface albedo; G = surface-intercepted global
radiation (insolation by the sun's beam plus diffuse sky
radiation); LWU = surface-emitted longwave radiation up-
wards (LWU = €oT4 with T = surface temperature, c. =
surface emissivity, and u = Stefan-Boltzmann constant);
LWD = surface-intercepted longwave radiation downwell-
ing from the sky; E, M = fluxes of latent heat (E = evapora-
tion or sublimation, M = melting); and QS = fluxes of
sensible heat (Q = convection into or out of the air, S =
conduction into or out of the snow).

Climatonomical modeling requires the parameterization
of all terms on the right-hand side of the balance equation,
by either relating them to the independent (forcing) input
(G) and/or to the dependent variable of response which is
the unknown temperature T and its rate of change. The
resulting differential equation is solved by the
"climatonomic transform," which yields numerically the an-
nual and monthly means of T as well as all fluxes.

Tasks preparatory to model application include (i) deter-
mination of parameter values representative of the study
region, (ii) specification of those environmental factors that
remain unchanged (in this meso-scale application: solar
beam radiation, cloudiness, wind speed, wind direction, and
temperature at the top of the inversion layer), and (iii)
testing of the quality of the parameterization by a model
simulation of present conditions (see table).

If the climatonomical experiment is started by introduc-

ing a step-change in albedo, one must account for secondary
effects or physical feedbacks. In an antarctic study these in
clude (i) a slight though significant G-decrease due to re-
duced multiple scattering of diffuse light, (ii) summer
temperatures raised to the melting point producing an M-
term in the balance equation, (iii) refreezing of melt in
autumn resulting in an ice crust, (iv) increased storage
capacity since heat capacity and conductivity for ice are
larger than corresponding snow values, and (v) decreased
surface emissivity, since "dirty" ice has a lower emissivity
than snow.

The table summarizes the results obtained by starting
from an arbitrarily assumed a*modification from 0.85 to
0.65, and an € -modification from 0.99 to 0.91, with
justifiable changes in snow heat conductivity and capacity.
A comparison between present and modified values (in-
dicated by primes) shows that albedo reduction increases
primarily the summer temperatures, but due to the melt-
induced feedback, the winter temperatures are also
significantly milder. The change from negative to positive
annual averages of heat convection indicates that heat is ex-
ported from the modified region, while heat was imported
under initial conditions.

If the model should be applied to specific environmental
conditions, a very thorough study should be devoted to
determine a realistic albedo reduction by possible dust
deposition on meso-scale areas, to determine whether or not
the mass balance could be affected enough to change from
net accumulation to ablation.

Research was in part supported by National Science
Foundation grant GV-4 1033.
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Jan	Feb	Mar	Apr	May	Jun Jul Aug Sep	Oct	Nov	Dec	Year

G	405	230	40	-	-	-	-	-	5	148	354	463	137.1

	

375	212	37	-	-	-	-	-	5	137	328	429	126.9

LWU	200	169	132	118	116	116	116	116	116	134	169	200	141.8

LWU'	287	259	196	152	140	137	137	137	137	161	219	287	187.4

LWD	164	139	112	102	101	100	100	100	100	112	139	162	119.2
LWD'	226	203	156	126	118	116	115	115	116	131	172	225	151.7
E	9	5	1	-	-	-	-	-	-	3	8	10	3.0

	

20	11	2	-	-	-	-	-	-	7	17	23	6.7

	

M -	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	--	-	-	0.0
M	19	-19	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	0.0

Q	13	1	-11	-11	-13	-14	-14	-14	-14	-5	9	16	-5.0

	

23	18	-1	-9	-10	-11	-11	-11	-11	-1	17	29	1.8

S	3	-1	-4	-2	-2	-2	-2	-2	-1	2	6	5	0.0

S	8	8	-28	-17	-11	-11	-11	-10	-9	11	34	36	0.0
T	-29	-39	-53	-59	-60	-60	-60	-60	-60	-52	-39	-29	-50.0

T'	0	-7	-25	-40	-45	-46	-46	-46	-46	-37	-18	0	-29.7
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Microparticle analysis of the
101-meter South Pole ice core

E. M. THOMPSON and L. G. THOMPSON

Institute of Polar Studies
The Ohio State University

Columbus, Ohio 43210

During 3 days in November 1974 a 101-meter core was
recovered at the site of the new Amundsen-Scott South Pole
Station. We obtained one-quarter sections of this core for a
detailed microparticle analysis. The objectives of the
research are to test the feasibility of microparticle variations
for dating cores from regions of low annual accumulation,
to obtain a continuous record of atmospheric turbidity over
the last thousand years, to examine the variations in ac-
cumulation rates over the last millenium, to ascertain tur-
bidity changes due to increased industrial activities over the
last hundred years and investigate possible changes in the
elemental content of the aerosols, and to examine variations
in particle concentrations, size distributions, and elemental
compositions before, during, and since the Little Ice Age.

The microparticle facility described by Thompson (in
press) has been upgraded by interfacing the Coulter equip-
ment to automatic send-receive (ASR) teletype equipment
and by designing and implementing of a library of computer
programs for reduction, storage, retrieval, and representa-
tion of the microparticle data. The data from processed
samples are selectively examined and plotted, and all data
are stored by the end of the following day's processing.

A total of 6,218 samples representing the entire South
Pole 101-meter core have been analyzed for microparticle
concentrations and size distributions. The final data reduc-
tion and comparisons with other core parameters such as
variation in oxygen-18, gross beta activity, and ice chemistry
should provide an informative chronology of the last
millenium. The initial microparticle results are intriguing.
The figure illustrates 1-meter averages of the concentration
of particles with diameters greater than 0.63 micron for the
top 50 meters of the core. The top 3 to 4 meters of the core
exhibit anomalously high particle concentrations (figure) as
a result of human activities since the establishment in 1956
of old' south Pole Station. The dates in the figure are ob-
tained by counting the concentrated particle layers and by
assuming the presence of one annual particle peak.

The stratigraphic studies of Giovinetto (1960) which are
based on the identification of fall depth hoar layers, yield an
annual accumulation rate of 7.4 centimeters water over 69

South Pole Core
Average Total Number of Particles >0.63pm.
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years (1947 to 1878 AD.). Using the microparticle
chronology and the depth interval between successive
microparticle concentration peaks, we obtained a value of
7.8 centimeters water for the same accumulation period.
This suggests that the assumption of an annual microparti -
cle concentration peak is probably valid for the South Pole
site.

This assumption of an annual cycle has been found to be
valid for two other sites in Antarctica, namely Byrd Station
(Marshall, 1962; Thompson, in press) and at 66'00'W.
67°32'S. in Graham Land (Thompson, 1977). However,
final verification of this assumption for the South Pole
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